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Digitized Coral Reefs

Elena Parmiggiani and Eric Monteiro

Lophelia, SpongeBob SquarePants, and Mr. Krabs

In November 2013, a workshop is arranged in a small village on the coast of North 
Norway. A group of IT and environmental advisors from a Scandinavian oil and 
gas company (NorthOil, a pseudonym) and experts in marine acoustics from a 
company selling submarine sensors and from the national Institute for Marine 
 Research (IMR) are gathered to present a new website to the local community of 
fishermen.

The presenters are very excited, the fishermen are curious. Also a few journal-
ists are in the room to report on the event. The village is small and it is not often the 
case that something makes the headlines.

The web portal displays in real time the data collected by an ocean observatory, 
a sensor network installed on the seafloor off North Norway (Venus for short) ap-
proximately 20 kilometers off the village, at a depth of 250 meters. The picture of 
the nearby coastline in the background, it has a very simple layout (see figure 1 for 
a mockup). It is divided into three columns, with embedded modules showing up-
dated pictures of a portion of a coral reef, a video made with the latest pictures, two 
graphs (called chromatograms) representing in different colors the concentration 
of fish and other biomass in the water column, and the values of a few oceano-
graphic parameters such as underwater pressure, amount of chlorophyll, temper-
ature, and direction and variation of the water current— from the seafloor up 
toward the sea surface. The fishermen are familiar with these parameters: they 
are similar to those they use to detect the fish in the water. The fishermen, how-
ever, usually conduct the measurements from their ships in the opposite direc-
tion, from the sea surface toward the floor. Some of them are also pleased to 
recognize two chromatograms on the web page, which they also adopt to visualize 
their fish concentration measurements. Upon closer scrutiny, however, they re-
mark that the chromatograms on the Venus web portal are a bit more difficult to 
understand. They represent a larger area than those they generally scan, making 
it difficult to identify what is fish, and what is not fish.

A good portion of the web page is used to display images and a video of one spe-
cific inhabitant of the seafloor: a coral reef of the Lophelia pertusa species, which is 
very dense in the Venus area. It is photographed every thirty minutes by a station-
ary camera and the pictures from the two last days are used to build a video to ani-
mate the scene. As the animation runs, it shows that there is quite some activity 
going on around the reef. A sponge lives in the same neighborhood, and NorthOil’s 
IT advisor responsible for the web portal development named it “SpongeBob 
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301DIGITIzED CORAL REEFS

SquarePants.” There is also a crab that crawls all around on top of the reef. It goes 
without saying that its name is “Mr. Krabs.” The reef is also home to a fish, a cod- 
like tusk. Its name is Bertil, one of the most common male names in Sweden. The 
IT advisor tells us that the developer team noticed that it comes out of the reef 
rather often. It gets close to the camera lens, stares at it for a while, and finally 
leaves. There is also a hydrophone (a marine microphone) in the ocean observa-
tory. The interpretation of the recording has previously revealed that the fish 
actually speaks to the camera, something that to the human ear sounds like 
“Shshshshshsh!”

One of the journalists from a local newspaper later wrote that the web portal 
was becoming “more popular than the Disney Channel” and that “for the fisher-
men the observatory meant way more knowledge about the sea” (reference sup-
pressed for anonymity). The article also reports— perhaps unexpected— very positive 
feedback from the fishermen community. One of them indeed commented that he 
wished there were more such observatories in the area.

What is happening in the small village in North Norway is an instance of the 
process to make a coral digital, which we unpack as an example of the political work 
of infrastructuring. Through the initiative and financial capacity of NorthOil, the 
mismatching agendas of multiple stakeholders of the Venus area are wrapped into 
the digital infrastructure that underlies the Venus web portal, aimed to generate 
new real- time “facts” about the unknown subsea life and, indirectly, the possible 

FIGURE 1:  An illustrative mockup of the Venus web portal. Source: Authors’ own drawing, with www 
.balsamiq.com. Credit for the coral photos: MAREANO/Institute of Marine Research, Norway.
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302 PARMIGGIANI AND MONTEIRO

risks associated with oil operations in Venus— where oil operations are currently 
forbidden.

Those facts are, nonetheless, anything but neutral. They are digital re- 
presentations of the subsea resources that enact the geography of the Venus re-
gion by maintaining the sociopolitical interests of several stakeholders (Edwards 
2010; Barry 2013) while triggering a new order of relevant matters, actors, and in-
teresting creatures to study in underwater environmental monitoring (cf. Latour 
2004). This process of geography shaping is a form of infrastructural inversion, 
an “upside- down” perspective on infrastructure aimed to inscribe and support 
(nonoverlapping) agendas in new infrastructural relations (Bowker 1994).

Our main theoretical contribution is to characterize the concept of infrastruc-
tural inversion, specifically by joining the discourse on the politics of infrastruc-
ture (see also Winthereik et al., this volume). We do so by discussing how inversion 
emerges as a political tool that leverages the inherently in- the- making and open- 
ended status of the Venus infrastructure for different stakeholders with contrast-
ing material interests (cf. Barry 2013; Jensen and Winthereik 2013). In so doing, it 
postpones quarrels on the environmental and business viability of oil and gas op-
erations in the Venus area and consequently in the Arctic. The politics of environ-
mental discourses in oil and gas is performed in three ways through the digital 
nature of the Venus technologies. First, the underspecification of the “organizing 
vision” around the need for technological innovation in the Venus region serves as 
an early stage tool that mobilizes actors’ efforts around (nonoverlapping) broader 
social, economic, and technical concerns and reduces perceived uncertainties as-
sociated with operations in the Arctic (Swanson and Ramiller 1997).

Second, the infrastructuring work enacted in Venus foregrounds evolvability as 
a fundamental aspect of digital design. Rather than being a threat, the inherently 
incomplete and evolving nature of the Venus infrastructure is productive of uses 
and innovations (Garud et al. 2008; de Laet and Mol 2000).

Third, the making of the Venus infrastructure is illustrative of the politics en-
trenched with environmental data production. Environmental politics is currently 
subject of heated debates related to the melting of ice in the Arctic because of 
global warming. The strategy of openness adopted by NorthOil and its partners is 
an instantiation of the trend of developing quantified indicators of governance and 
tendency to “replace political debate with technical expertise” (Merry 2011, S83). 
Apparently paradoxically, openness legitimizes the trustworthiness of the oil 
company’ role in recruiting stakeholders with the technical expertise to generate 
knowledge of the marine environment in the Arctic region.

Our analysis relates to and extends existing notions in infrastructure studies 
within science and technology studies and neighboring fields such as information 
systems focusing on the open- endedness of infrastructures and their generative 
potential for novel uses and functions (cf. Zittrain 2006). Our characterization of 
infrastructural inversion in Venus sits on the property of relationality of informa-
tion infrastructure (cf. Star and Ruhleder 1996): the same infrastructure has very 
different meanings for different stakeholders. Our analysis also recognizes that 
changes (e.g., toward real- time subsea risk monitoring) are never solely due to new 
products (e.g., the Venus web portal), but always to the techno- political work to 
maintain the infrastructure that permits the development of these products (Star 
and Bowker 2002).

Our portrayal of the Venus case also highlights significant similitudes of the 
Venus infrastructure with the concept of boundary objects (Star 1989), or bound-
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303DIGITIzED CORAL REEFS

ary infrastructures (Bowker and Star 1999)— workable solutions that remain ill 
structured (inconsistent, ambiguous) yet functional to resolve controversies de-
spite lack of consensus. The Venus infrastructure is plastic enough to be domesti-
cated differently in different contexts by means of material and rhetorical relations 
and for mismatching local purposes and agendas (Star and Griesemer 1989). Add-
ing on to this concept, our analysis portrays a reality related to global discourse of 
Arctic politics (Mason 2016), where the infrastructure is prominently expansive 
and open- ended (cf. Jensen and Winthereik 2013), where the purposes of the ac-
tors involved are tied to an imagined future that has not materialized yet (the 
opening or not of the Venus area to oil and gas operations) (Swanson and Ramiller 
1997), and where this very underspecification is used as a productive business 
strategy by powerful industrial players. Furthermore, the current large- scale 
and long- term evolution of digital technologies specific of the oil and gas sector 
provides new empirical turf to expand on long- established notions in the STS 
literature.

This article is based on a three- year ethnographic study (April 2012– December 
2014) of a few NorthOil- led initiatives to design and develop an integrated ICT plat-
form for real- time underwater environmental monitoring during offshore op-
erations. The study was conducted as part of the first author’s PhD research in 
information systems (2012– 15) that focused on how tools, systems, and methods 
are developed or adapted and integrated to fit the existing systems and practices of 
NorthOil (Parmiggiani 2015). This article covers one research question asked in 
the thesis: how the adoption of specific digital technologies in the monitoring in-
frastructure reshuffles power/knowledge and order relations within environmen-
tal risk assessment in the oil and gas sector. The main data source consisted of 
participant observations (two to three days a week for three years on average) 
collected at NorthOil research and development department, during workshops, 
meetings, and seminars and during visits at the IMR and other industrial partners. 
In addition, 38 interviews were collected with environmental experts, computer 
scientists, and engineers from NorthOil, the IMR, and three partner companies. Ob-
servations and interviews allowed us to gather internal and public documentation 
about NorthOil, its partners, and their environmental monitoring initiatives, and 
norms and laws by authorities. We were also allowed to make use of the software 
that was used for environmental monitoring or was under development.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section, we 
provide a description of the sequence of events that led NorthOil and its partners 
to invest in real- time environmental monitoring in Venus. We subsequently de-
scribe our theoretical basis by fleshing out the aspects of infrastructural inversion 
that are relevant to the Venus case to disclose the political work of infrastructuring. 
The chapter then continues by discussing aspects of underspecification, evolvabil-
ity, and openness through which politics is performed in digital  infrastructures. 
We then conclude by outlining some implications of our analysis for infrastructure 
studies.

The Politics of Lophelia

Lophelia pertusa is a species of cold- water coral that has its widest population on 
the Norwegian continental shelf (NCS) in at least 9,000 years, living at a depth 
range of 40 to 400 meters. Researchers estimated that 30% to 50% of the reefs in 
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304 PARMIGGIANI AND MONTEIRO

the NCS have been damaged since the 1980s by the extensive bottom trawling ac-
tivity of the fishery industry, one of Norway’s leading industrial sectors (Fosså et 
al. 2002). After the discovery of oil in the NCS in 1969, the offshore oil and gas sec-
tor became the country’s main industrial force, populating the seafloor with an 
intricate network of rigs, platforms, subsea installations, pipelines, remotely oper-
ated vehicles, and vessels. The NCS spans from the North Sea in the south to the 
Barents Sea and the Arctic region in the north. It is divided into quadrants of one 
degree by one degree by the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate.1 Each quadrant is 
licensed for a few years to a consortium of operators for exploration and— if 
 resources are found— production. There is only one spot on the NCS where no 
quadrants can be assigned and oil and gas operations are forbidden: the Venus 
region, offshore North Norway, above the Arctic Circle. It also corresponds to the 
narrowest point of the NCS. There, not only is Lophelia very dense, but in the first 
half of the year its reefs offer shelter and food to a large flow of cod and herrings 
that migrate and spawn from south to north and are a vital resource to the fishery 
industry (see figures 2 and 3).

As a result, Lophelia reefs are of extreme value from a biological point of view 
(Costello et al. 2005). As the vignette with SpongeBob, Mr. Krabs, and Bertil exem-
plifies, they constitute the centers of varied ecosystems of marine animals, thus 
giving a good cross section of marine life in an area (figure 4). This point was soon 
very clear to researchers in marine biology and oceanography: by constantly mon-
itoring one coral reef, access to other species that are more mobile and thus more 
difficult to track is also possible.

Researchers have adopted different types of measuring devices to study the 
corals (from biomass sampling to more or less powerful sensors), sometimes to 
discover that corals are more stubborn than we might think. Coral reefs have for 
instance grown on the pillars of oil and gas platforms in the North Sea (Gass and 
Roberts 2006). In the NCS, interest in the corals (in the guise of research funds and 
attention in the mass media) increased when the oil and gas industry developed its 
offshore operations enough to get very close to the reefs. As a result, knowledge 
about their genesis and behavior has evolved in parallel with the technical capac-
ity and economic interest brought about by that industrial sector (cf. Mukerji 1989). 
Increased knowledge has also made areas of non- knowledge more visible (cf. Beck 
1992): whereas a major oil spill would likely cause irreversible consequences to 
the marine ecosystem, it remains uncertain how routine operations might affect 
Lophelia and fish spawning over the long term (Blanchard et al. 2014).

Such uncertainty has left ample space for politically charged debates about the 
Venus region. It is still closed to operations, but the Norwegian political parties 
have recently been engaged in harsh discussions on the pros and cons of an open-
ing. The area is in fact the crossroads of contrasting interests by several stake-
holders, whose positions we attempt to sketch here.

First the oil and gas industry in Scandinavia, where NorthOil is one of the major 
operators, is aware of the possibility of finding resources to extract in the sub- 
Arctic area, as current calculations estimate that roughly 25% of the world’s un-
discovered fossil resources are buried in the Arctic region (Bird et al. 2008). Due to 
the 2015 drop in oil prices, some operators have been motivated to develop more 
cost-  and time- efficient solutions to conduct their daily activities in harsh environ-
ments like the Arctic. NorthOil has been particularly involved in doing so since 
the mid- 2000s, through initiatives to develop platforms for real- time subsea envi-
ronmental monitoring in the Venus area.
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FIGURES 2 AND 3:  Left: map of the areas on the NCS licensed to oil companies, including announced 
licenses. Credit: Norwegian Petroleum Directorate. The Venus area is the only one where oil and gas op-
erations are prohibited (approximately stretching the portion of sea between Bodø and Tromsø). Right: 
map of the Lophelia pertusa coral reef structures. Credit: MAREANO/Institute of Marine Research, Norway.

FIGURE 4:  Fish and other species around a coral reef. Credit: MAREANO/Institute of Marine Research, 
Norway.
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306 PARMIGGIANI AND MONTEIRO

A second cardinal player in the Norwegian offshore industry is the fishery. 
Fishermen are concerned that a further expansion of oil and gas traffic on the NCS 
(especially with the extensive use of seismic signals to monitor subsurface reser-
voirs) might irreversibly subvert fish populations. Given this premise, one might 
expect harsh debates. Surprisingly, our study showed a smooth collaboration be-
tween the two players in the Venus area. On the one hand, especially in its early 
days, the oil and gas sector has undoubtedly benefited from the existence of knowl-
edge and technology centers developed in the main Norwegian cities around 
fishing activities (Andersen 1997). Moreover, the fishermen have a (often unac-
knowledged) situated experience of the sea waters that might prove useful, for in-
stance when deciding where to deploy a sensor- based environmental observatory or 
to get feedback on the quality of representations such as the chromatograms. On the 
other hand, a portion of the oil and gas revenues in Norway is invested by the au-
thorities to support the development of the fishery sector.

A third important stakeholder on the NCS is the community of research 
institutions— represented by the aforementioned IMR— that are extremely con-
cerned about the possible impact of an opening of the Venus area (Blanchard et al. 
2014; Hauge et al. 2014). The IMR sits at the opposite end of the spectrum of 
stakeholders compared to NorthOil: it is involved in the Venus web portal to show 
that operations should not be allowed in the Venus area. Nevertheless, the IMR is 
renowned worldwide for its knowledge and expertise in marine biology. As an ally 
for NorthOil, it has the double effect of boosting the scientific work and the Venus 
initiative’s credibility in the eyes of public opinion. Finally, the relationship be-
tween the oil industry and the public in Norway is a complex one. The Labor gov-
ernment in charge from 2005 to 2013 had a strong international environmental 
agenda promoting initiatives to decrease emissions of CO2. For the international 
media, however, these initiatives clash with the fact that the Norwegian state has 
established the world’s largest pension fund with the revenues and taxes gener-
ated by the oil and gas activities on the NCS.2 In connection with the political elec-
tions in September 2013, harsh discussions emerged around the possibility of 
opening the Venus region to oil and gas activities. The public’s environmental con-
cerns were voiced by the IMR itself, stating that modern quantitative risk assess-
ment procedures do not allow for a thorough understanding of the effects not only 
of a major accident, but also of routine operations (Blanchard et al. 2014). Research-
ers at the IMR have argued that sources of uncertainty depend on (possibly chronic) 
lack of knowledge about the subsea environment: “Uncertainty cannot fully be 
quantified when facing ignorance— what we do not know, and even further: what is 
beyond our conception of what is possible” (Hauge et al. 2014, 87). However, uncer-
tainty is not only a matter of lacking knowledge (possibly to be solved with better 
methods and instruments), but is also a question of sociopolitical relations among 
the stakeholders listed above. In particular, issues of reputation— or, conversely, 
credibility— are at stake when knowledge about the seafloor is promoted by oil 
companies that are also investing billions of dollars to search for hydrocarbons to 
drill and produce. The mass media are well aware of this unstable equilibrium, 
especially around the theme of Arctic drilling. For example, in the United States, 
Royal Dutch Shell spent large sums of money to seek permission to operate off-
shore of Alaska, facing stark opposition from environmental organizations: “Shell 
is determined to drill for oil in the Arctic this summer [2015] if it can win the per-
mits and overcome legal objections, although the energy company accepts it will 
never win a battle with environmentalists over its reputation” (Macalister and Car-
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307DIGITIzED CORAL REEFS

rington 2015, emphasis added). What we observed in Venus, however, was not 
public controversy inevitably ending with a loss of reputation for NorthOil. In 
contrast, the situation of general uncertainty, or “ignorance,” turned out to be fer-
tile terrain for both NorthOil and its stakeholders (IMR included) on both the mate-
rial and social levels. We find that this uncertainty is carefully maintained by 
means of an ensemble of varied organizational techniques to generate a knowledge 
base about an area that is rather unknown to marine scientists and to create mo-
mentum in case of an opening of the Venus area to operations. These techniques 
are, as we shall see, what Bowker (1994) calls an infrastructural inversion. They 
consist of developing or repurposing instrumentations and information systems, 
approaches to gather and interpret the datasets, and, simultaneously, methods to 
weave them into the agenda of politically and scientifically strategic stakeholders 
by means of the digital infrastructure beneath the Venus web portal. The new in-
formation infrastructure for subsea environmental monitoring in Venus, there-
fore, unfolds as an ongoing process of building relationships among social and 
material elements, rather than as an innovative combination of artifacts and IT 
systems (Carse 2014, 5).

Subsea Environmental Monitoring in the NCS

What is the path that led to the current state of affairs in the Venus region? The oil 
and gas companies operating on the NCS have always been required by the Norwe-
gian government and the Petroleum Safety Authority to carry out underwater en-
vironmental monitoring. Monitoring practices largely impinge on the expertise 
and experience of disciplines like marine biology, zoology, and oceanography, of 
which the IMR is a well- established knowledge custodian.

What parameters to measure has generally been a choice spurred by the au-
thorities’ requirements. How to measure varies greatly depending on the area and 
the operational phase (resource exploration, drilling, extraction). Whereas for 
some monitoring programs very detailed and established guidelines are issued, 
in some cases even the parameters are decided by third- party surveyors to fulfill 
generic demands. In sum, subsea environmental monitoring during the oil and 
gas operations has so far been a largely offline task, where experts from third- 
party risk assessment companies would go offshore with boats and, for example, 
collect samples of the benthic flora and fauna on the seafloor, track the amount of 
sediments generated by technical operations, and measure the concentration of 
particles in the water and the pH of the water. In the case of corals, the common 
practice is to sample small portions of a reef and take pictures and videos. The 
datasets resulting from these campaigns are stored on different hard disks, taken 
to onshore analysis centers, and managed by different personnel. Nine to twelve 
months generally separate the measurements from the publishing of the results. 
In the words of many environmental experts we interviewed, however, these 
fragmented and slow methods are inherited from the discipline of marine biology, 
suffering itself from problems of poorly standardized units of measure, lack of 
best practices, and fragmented data management and analysis procedures. One 
environmental chemist commented, “It is still a mess!”

In the early 2000s, the Norwegian Petroleum Safety Authority in collaboration 
with the Directorate for the Environment published new health, safety, and envi-
ronment regulations for the oil and gas industry.3 In particular, the companies 
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operating offshore on the NCS are required to perform remote and continuous envi-
ronmental monitoring. Those qualifiers, remote and continuous, were generic yet 
promising drivers of a change in the state of affairs. They have taken different 
forms, largely depending on the data transfer and storage technologies available in 
an offshore area. The technologies environmental monitoring must rely on are sel-
dom task specific; their availability is rather driven by the need to perform more 
efficiently other operations, like drilling a well or producing oil or natural gas.

In the same period, governance also targeted technological innovation. In the af-
termath of the Enron scandal, solutions were demanded to foster accountability and 
traceability of operations (Jarulaitis and Monteiro 2010). In addition, forecasts of a 
decrease in oil and gas production were worrying investors. Triggered by the need 
to operate deeper fields, elaborate more efficient work processes, and be account-
able for its operations, the Norwegian Oil and Gas Association began to push toward 
a large technological innovation program for oil and gas operations in the NCS (Nor-
wegian Oil and Gas Association 2005). Subsea fiber- optic cables to transfer real- time 
data from the offshore installations to the data centers onshore were no longer 
science fiction. Integrated videoconference and file sharing systems were also im-
plemented for quicker communication between offshore and onshore personnel.

Despite these changes, environmental monitoring remains a largely slow and 
offline task. As a result, offshore environmental risk tends to be perceived as 
something to address ex post, a concern that is far in time and space from the gen-
eral public.

The Venus Laboratory: Lophelia Goes Live

The Venus project represents a shift of paradigm. Through the web portal the sea-
floor is visible digitally, online, and is publicly accessible from a computer screen. 
The closer and quicker availability of environmental data goes hand in hand with 
epistemic questions, an attempt to let environmental monitoring evolve as a science 
within the oil and gas context. In other words, the Venus area acts as a laboratory 
where new science is constructed (Latour 1999a; Bowker 1994). Efforts are concen-
trated on a very situated natural and social reality (a portion of the sea offshore 
North Norway) to create the only infrastructure in the area and to let it have a global 
impact through a publicly accessible web portal (Parmiggiani et al. 2015).

Behind the Venus web portal is a long- term attempt by NorthOil to become in-
frastructural in doing scientific work in the Venus area. In fact, the story of the 
Venus laboratory does not begin with the workshop in North Norway. It goes back 
to at least the mid- 2000s, when a group of NorthOil’s environmental experts joined 
in an EU- funded project to study the wide but unknown populations of Lophelia 
pertusa of the Venus area. The project was headed by European research institu-
tions and universities. NorthOil was the only oil and gas company involved. The 
initiative looked promising, so NorthOil’s environmental experts organized to ob-
tain the approval of the company to start a new project to study some aspects of the 
coral reefs that had become relevant during the EU project.

The way the Venus project performed the subsea environment was significant 
on the material and political levels. The Venus area was free from oil and gas ac-
tivities, so it proved a good playground to study the behavior of Lophelia away from 
operations. As stated by one of the project managers whom we interviewed in 
2013, the objective was to obtain a reference long- term trend of the environmental 
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behavior in order learn if and to which extent the corals might be affected by ac-
tivities. The reason for this focus was that the pipeline installations and well drill-
ing operations were getting too close to Lophelia reefs: “The corals have started to 
be a concern maybe 10 years ago . . . it’s been a concern not so much for drilling 
operations, but for pipeline operations and then like 10– 12 years we started moving 
into areas where we had coral systems close to where we go to drill, and then it be-
came a concern. Then we needed to do something to show . . . to find out whether 
these guys are sensitive or not for discharges.” Since then, the corals have become 
the target of cyclical research and development projects and initiatives in NorthOil. 
The primary role that they acquired among the environmental experts in the 
company is strong in the personification (or anthropomorphization) implied by 
the expression “these guys”— a perspective that is also embedded in the adoption 
of the anthropomorphic features of the SpongeBob cartoon.

The monitoring campaigns consisted of deploying small sensor networks 
supported by a metallic structure (an ocean observatory) from a boat down to the 
seafloor. The sensors were off- the- shelf commercial devices, not very different from 
those currently sending online data to the Venus portal. The parameters measured 
were pressure, temperature, and salinity of the water, direction and speed of the 
current, and amount of biomass (fish and what else was detectable) in the water 
column. A camera was taking pictures of a nearby Lophelia structure.

There is a whole coral forest in the Venus region, but the sensor network avail-
able was only one. The choice of the one Lophelia reef was not simple, but rather 
emerged at the intersection of three main issues. First, the coral structure should 
enable the detection of as much fish traffic as possible. Second, due to its technical 
characteristics, the support to the sensor network needed a flat terrain. As recalled 
by one NorthOil environmental chemist, many “nicer reefs” had to be discarded 
because no place that was flat enough was found to position the sensors. Third, the 
sea is not silent. It is in fact a very noisy place. As one environmental monitoring 
expert from a company collaborating with NorthOil told us, in a “very quiet area 
[where] there are no ships. Also the plankton in the water column dampens the 
signal.” Eventually, the seafloor had to be arranged in a way that fitted the digital 
technologies available.

In addition, the seafloor had to fit the Norwegian political context. The political 
elections in Norway were scheduled for 2013 against the backdrop of high uncer-
tainty regarding which party would win. Neither of the two main parties (Labor 
and Right) could have a majority without forging a coalition with minor parties, all 
of which have strong opinions on the opening or not of the Venus region. An envi-
ronmental advisor candidly explained how NorthOil had to develop the Venus in-
frastructure by postponing any bet on future outcomes:

There is of course one reason why we are doing this: it is to gather background 
data for potential future operations. But this depends on a lot of things. It’s very 
much dependent on the elections in Norway. . . . Because the situation is that in 
the government [Labor party] there is a clear majority for opening this area or at 
least to go for an impact assessment in the area for the potential opening. . . . 
But other two smaller parties are against. . . . And then this will also happen on 
the other side if they win the elections, depending on what is the majority, if 
they are to bring in those two smaller parties . . . they will go for a ban. . . . We 
don’t know. But in the meantime, we have this observatory and we are going to 
use it for testing both software and also hardware technologies.
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Although the Right party finally won the elections, as of 2017 and a few months 
away from another election round, the discussion on the opening of Venus is still 
subject to heated debates in the Norwegian parliament.

In addition, the seafloor was made to fit the social context in North Norway. 
None of these initiatives was ever carried out by NorthOil and its environmental 
experts alone. The company was always accompanied by a network of visible allies 
in the Norwegian context: not only the IMR and technology vendors for their ex-
pertise on subsea monitoring, but also groups of local fishermen with experience 
of those waters.

The IMR representatives whom we interviewed were strongly against opening 
the Venus area for oil and gas operations. Nevertheless, the institute plays a par-
ticularly significant role: on the one hand, it has a vast knowledge base of marine 
biology and oceanography; on the other, the scientific authority that the IMR em-
bodies shifts the attention away from the political stakes involved in the Venus 
project. As a result, it is essential to NorthOil’s agenda, as an environmental ex-
pert explained: “[The Venus project] is an initiative that is promoted strongly by 
the [IMR].  .  .  . And also because our ambition is that in order to be able to do a 
good job if it is opened, we need to know as much as possible about the natural 
conditions. . . . If it is opened it will give us a much better basis to operate safely in 
the area.” The first occasion to enroll the fishermen came with the cruises to de-
ploy the ocean observatory on suitable points of the seafloor. Renting a boat for an 
offshore campaign is extremely expensive: when fully equipped, it might cost 
around 1 million Norwegian kroner per day. The environmental monitoring proj-
ect in Venus did not have sufficient funds at the time, so it was decided to ask the 
fishermen for help with the trip to the offshore location and the deployment of the 
sensor network.

Initially, data were stored on hard disks placed on the same support as the sen-
sors and later retrieved and analyzed. To that point the monitoring activity was not 
so different from the traditional approaches, except for one detail: all this effort 
was made for monitoring an area where NorthOil was not operating. It could there-
fore rely on only limited funding. In connection with the escalation of the political 
debate around the opening of the Venus area, in 2011 an Arctic- oriented initiative 
promoted by NorthOil’s production and development department decided to fi-
nance the Venus monitoring projects. The outlook on the business relevance of the 
project was now official, at least internally. The additional support served to pay 
for the installation of a fiber- optic cable from the Venus ocean observatory to a 
small data center on the coast of North Norway where online data would be stored. 
That step increased attention on the here- and- now relevance of the initiative. The 
fishermen were again enrolled for helping to position the cable on the seafloor and 
to connect it with the observatory on the one side and the data center on the other 
side. Moreover, the fast data transfer capacity needed to be supported by a fast 
Internet connection on the ground where the data center was located. NorthOil 
thus decided to also finance a fiber- optic Internet connection to the fishermen vil-
lage nearby the data center. The local onshore communities were now part of North-
Oil’s infrastructure.

In the summer of 2013, the cable was connected and data began to flow in real 
time. What to do with these data remained partly unclear. In the same period, those 
same participants to the Venus project were also involved in a larger initiative con-
ducted by NorthOil research and development department to design an integrated 
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infrastructure for environmental monitoring in connection with all phases of 
well operations, especially drilling. This latter initiative was however going slower 
than predicted, so the Venus participants obtained funds for developing a website 
to display the data from the Venus observatory for a few months— at least until the 
larger initiative had delivered the expected results. The IT advisor leading the 
project explained in December 2013, after the portal went online, “The [Venus] 
observatory . . . especially the portal side of it, [was] a ‘skunk works project,’ which 
means that it’s developed in secret by not following the normal procedures . . . that 
also means that at some stage we will throw it away. Perhaps.” The Venus web por-
tal was supposed to be a temporary, lighter tool without any GIS interface but with 
graphs and pictures to visualize the trend of real- time environmental parameters. 
Given these premises, developers opted for a Microsoft Azure cloud solution based 
on standardized technologies. Within three months, the Venus portal was pub-
lished under a Creative Commons license and publicly accessible online. Its legal 
notice declares that all material on the website is owned by NorthOil, yet it is avail-
able for download for further use or for publishing in peer- reviewed outlets upon 
informing and acknowledging NorthOil and the IMR.

As soon as the portal went online, it attracted the attention of news media and 
research institutions. In November 2013, it was presented to the fishermen com-
munity. As a consequence, NorthOil and its business partners decided to continue 
improving it in parallel with the larger initiative. As of mid- 2017 both the sensor 
station and the web portal are active and regularly maintained and improved with 
new features.

The Politics of Digital Infrastructures

To understand infrastructure, you have to invert it. You turn it upside down and look at 
the “bottom”— the parts you don’t normally think about precisely because they have 
become standard, routine transparent, invisible.

— Edwards (2010, 20)

The Venus web portal, the fiber- optic cable, and the subsea sensors are useful 
prostheses to access previously invisible locations with short temporal gaps. In 
this respect, modern ICT has an unprecedented potential to generate information 
about unknown environments. However, new technologies per se do not solve 
problems— sometimes they cause new ones related to the management and in-
terpretation of the new datasets. To be effective, they must be coupled with new 
organizational forms, encompassing new or adapted practices, computational 
systems, and expertise, which often entail a redistribution of labor. A powerful 
concept to address the intricacy of these elements is that of information infra-
structure (Bowker and Star 1999; Monteiro et al. 2013; Edwards 2010). Within STS, 
infrastructure is a relational concept (Star and Ruhleder 1996) used to encompass 
always evolving sociotechnical “systems of systems” that stretch across space and 
time and are characterized by several users and stakeholders and by a bundle of 
multiple interconnected systems, tools, work practices, regulations, and agendas 
(Monteiro et al. 2013). Infrastructure is far from linear, but rather recursive, be-
cause local and global scales and perspectives constantly flicker (Jensen and 
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Winthereik 2013). Although infrastructure is by definition pervasive and distrib-
uted, it must be made part of the local context by being entangled with situated 
practices, which, in turn, determine the evolution of the infrastructure as a whole 
(Star and Ruhleder 1996; Almklov et al. 2014).

Following from this literature, infrastructure is “an expansive and open- ended 
but also fundamentally vague ontological entity” where “tools and technologies 
are never independent of the actors and organizations that promote, maintain, and 
use them” (Jensen and Winthereik 2013, 12– 13). This perspective implies that the 
open- endedness of infrastructure is the very condition for the workability, or inver-
sion, of infrastructure. As such, infrastructure shapes the world it represents in 
multiple ways at once that are necessarily never neutral. Infrastructural inversion is 
an analytical tool that acts as a gestalt switch to look at the strategies of both re-
searchers and actors in the field to shift the attention from the users/artifacts rela-
tions toward the often unrewarded (Star and Ruhleder 1996) but politically 
meaningful work that sustains and maintains many interconnected, interacting, 
and distributed infrastructural relations and perform them in different ways in 
different contexts (Bowker and Star 1999; Ribes and Lee 2010; see also Monteiro et 
al. 2013). Scholars have proposed to rather speak of infrastructuring, to better ac-
count for the continuity, variety, and flexibility that keep the infrastructure going 
(Pipek et al. 2017; Karasti et al. 2006). Harvey et al. (2016, 3) explain that infra-
structural inversion involves a figure- ground reversal that highlights the simulta-
neous material and political natures of infrastructure: “Rather than assuming 
cultural, political, or knowledge- based explanation of infrastructures, Bowker 
thus suggested an analytical entry- point via a focus on materiality. . . . Bringing the 
infrastructural ‘ground’ up front in this way facilitated understanding of how com-
plex chains of material relations reconfigure bodies, societies, and also knowledge 
and discourse in ways often unnoticed.” An infrastructure inversion perspective 
therefore has implications for the way we intend the politics of infrastructure. 
Again, in the words of Harvey et al. (10), “If it is assumed that infrastructural devel-
opment follows a linear, progressive, and rational path defined by governments or 
corporations, responsibility for the outcome is also placed squarely in the hands 
of these actors.” On the contrary, Harvey and colleagues continue, the open- 
endedness of infrastructure lets us understand innovation as emergent over time 
from the interactions among multiple agents with competing and irreducible in-
terests and capacities. According to this view and of relevance to this chapter, 
Mitchell (2013) tells how global oil infrastructures were not the result of one- way 
pressures by corporations onto the states, but were co- constructed over more than 
a century with political formations, democracy, and warfare that made oil the 
obligatory passage point of the modern lifestyle.

The constantly emergent and open- ended nature of infrastructure that follows 
from this conceptual framework poses challenges related to understanding how 
technological innovation unfolds and evolves. Nevertheless, infrastructural inver-
sion recognizes the productive potential of open- endedness. As a result, we believe that 
it is worth considering the ways with which such inherent uncertainty is engaged 
from the earliest phases and framed in an organizing vision by different actors to 
legitimize infrastructural innovation and tie it to broader business and social con-
cerns (Swanson and Ramiller 1997). The organizing vision is a sensitizing concept 
that we borrow from the information systems literature and adapt to describe a 
focal ideal used by the most powerful stakeholders involved in a technological in-
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novation effort to motivate, legitimize, and organize this effort from its earliest 
stages and tie it to broader concerns (Swanson and Ramiller 1997). The organizing 
vision is by definition underspecified, and is supported by different— possibly 
opposite— discourses in different communities. A process of mobilization is what 
makes a vision productive, as it activates and shapes business and social forces that 
promote the material implementation of an innovation. For the sake of this chap-
ter, we intend mobilization in the sense used by Latour (1999b): a process thanks to 
which things can be presented in terms that are directly useful in the arguments 
of different stakeholders. As a result, imagined futures and business strategies are 
constructed and the perception of uncertainty reduced.

Before we move on to characterizing the facts of open- endedness in the Venus 
infrastructure, we would like to point out that a perspective based on infrastruc-
tural inversion also has a methodological implication that is relevant to the study 
of the digital. The literature has often discussed infrastructural inversion as a 
“pair of glasses” worn by the researcher to conduct studies of infrastructuring 
(Parmiggiani 2015). In this chapter, we show how the same glasses are also worn 
by the actors observed— the designers, developers, and users of infrastructure. 
Even though they do not call it an “infrastructural inversion,” our assumption is 
that these actors are asking themselves the same question that we pose (cf. Ribes 
2014): how to support the work of innovating methods, instruments, and knowl-
edge (the infrastructure) simultaneously and in the face of uncertainty? Digital in-
frastructures like the one underlying the Venus portal cannot be treated as big 
physical artifacts: they transfer bits, an impalpable material that can assume the 
most diverse meanings (Tilson et al. 2010)— thus making the answer to seemingly 
simple questions like “Where is the infrastructure?” nontrivial, but a simultaneously 
conceptual and empirical issue. A corollary to this observation is that watching how 
actors deal with it as part of their daily job may, in turn, sensitize scholars of STS to 
improve their methods to study the digital.

Taking this conceptual understanding as a point of departure, we characterize 
the development of the Venus infrastructure as a (ongoing) political negotiation 
that emerges from its (1) underspecification, which is used to mobilize networks of 
stakeholders to construct matters of concern and their spatial and temporal frame; 
(2) evolvability, which is enabled by digital technologies as they are productive of 
new uses and knowledge and thus new perceptions on phenomena (environmental 
risk); and (3) openness, which is translated into a discourse on open data and thus 
an effort to legitimize the role of an oil and gas company as a producer— and not 
only a consumer— of knowledge about the Arctic environment.

Open- Endedness and the Venus Digital Infrastructure

Underspecification

The legitimization of the need for technological innovation in the Venus area and 
the Arctic is framed and promoted through the staging of an organizing vision en-
acted by the most visible stakeholders such as NorthOil and the IMR. It is centered 
on the production of knowledge about the Arctic environment— which is largely 
considered unknown (“[The Venus project] is an initiative that is promoted strongly 
by the [IMR] . . . we need to know as much as possible about the natural conditions”; 
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“There is of course one reason why we are doing this: it is to gather background 
data for potential future operations”). Therefore, the mobilization of different 
forces (not only NorthOil and the IMR, but also the fishermen, the local communi-
ties, political parties, and the oil and gas industry) happens by arguing in favor of 
conducting scientific work. Such work, we find, is made possible by organizational 
work, the ensemble of all the technical and collaborative efforts to create and orga-
nize a working infrastructure across different communities of stakeholders.4

NorthOil indeed saw the connection between organizational work and the 
acquisition of a solid knowledge base of the marine ecosystems to achieve its 
business goals. For the oil and gas company, it was a question of becoming in-
frastructural to how knowledge is built through political work, by letting the natu-
ral world of the seafloor and the Norwegian social world converge.

This feature of infrastructural inversion is evident in Bowker’s (1994) account 
of the offstage work of the oil service company Schlumberger in the 1920s and 
1930s to support the creation of a whole science of testing and measuring oil fields. 
In so doing, Schlumberger managed to become one of today’s leading companies 
in its sector, and its methods are still infrastructural to petroleum science. Behind 
the seemingly value- free scientific measurements, the natural and the social 
contexts were seamlessly embedded. In Bowker’s words, the heart of the infra-
structural inversion performed by Schlumberger was that “the scientific work is 
rendered possible by the organizational work. . . . In the case of Schlumberger, the 
constant thread was organizational strategy, applied simultaneously to the social 
and the natural worlds so as to make them converge” (1994, 104). Similarly, Ed-
wards (2010) makes use of infrastructural inversion to describe the evolution of 
climate science into what it is today. He details how climate scientists in the 1970s 
had to make global sense of inconsistent and poorly standardized datasets col-
lected from surface stations spread worldwide, by reconstructing the history of 
the atmosphere and digitizing and interpolating data in many ways. Simultane-
ously, inversion also indicates the unofficial activity of “citizen science” websites 
to verify the results of official climate science.

As a consequence, infrastructural inversion does not simply reveal the social 
construction of facts (Pinch and Bijker 1984)— e.g., what counts as environmental 
risk in the Venus area?— but also the intrinsically infrastructural nature of these 
facts: “The difference between controversial claims and settled knowledge often 
lies in the degree to which the production process is submerged. Thus, an estab-
lished fact is one supported by an infrastructure” (Edwards 2010, 22). The analysis of 
how the infrastructure is built and questioned (inverted) discloses how “an estab-
lished fact” is constructed and turned into a public problem. This type of political 
work is another cardinal element of infrastructural inversion. As Allhutter (this 
volume) recognizes in her studies of the Semantic Web, infrastructure and epis-
temic practices coevolve and have economic and political implications. As an 
analytical lens, inversion helps us to unravel how infrastructure embodies and 
maintains controversies in this process. The environmental sustainability of oil 
and gas activities in the Venus region is still in the phase of controversial claims, to 
paraphrase Edwards’s quote. NorthOil’s mobilization strategy does not imply that 
controversies should necessarily be solved. Rather, they are generated and front- 
staged by making hidden references more visible. This resonates with Edwards’s 
account: “Inverting the weather and climate knowledge infrastructures and trac-
ing their history reveal profound relationships, interdependences, and conflicts 
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among their scientific, technological, social, and political elements” (Edwards 
2010, 22). Ultimately, understanding such connections shows the underspecifica-
tion of the Venus infrastructure is also linked to the underspecification of our 
knowledge of nature in the Arctic— as the IMR often reminded us on the Norwegian 
media. As Geirbo (2017, 23) compellingly illustrates, “attending to infrastructur-
ing as the crafting of connections between people, things, and places may enable 
us to get ‘the permanent imbrication of infrastructure in nature’ (Edwards 2003, 
9) into view.” Following this argument, it is thus critical to take this aspect of 
underspecification seriously: “Infrastructures fail precisely because their de-
velopers approach nature as orderly, dependable, and separable from society and 
technology” (Edwards 2003, 195, as quoted in Geirbo 2017, 23). Carse (2014, 23) 
looks at how nature is made part of the infrastructure of the Panama Canal and its 
rural hinterland: “The boundaries between the technical, social, and environmen-
tal are always porous and in flux.” From this perspective, the political dimension 
of infrastructure proves fundamental to understand the unfolding of environmen-
tal conflicts, because “infrastructure has also a poetics that shapes how people 
make sense of the past, the present, and their places in the world, thereby produc-
ing moral economies and expectations” (23).

In the case of Venus, the “moral economies and expectations” associated with 
its opening are not denied or blackboxed, but rather carefully staged and modu-
lated. Conflicts and disagreement are turned into a resource and channeled into 
successful collaboration with fishermen, external environmental experts, and other 
stakeholders not around the final ends for environmental monitoring in Venus 
(operating vs. not operating) but around the need for better methods to repre-
sent and measure environmental risk in the area. Such an approach, moreover, 
acknowledges the need for a type of expertise that is not only distributed 
and sensitive to temporal concerns, but also politically aware and strategic: “If 
infrastructures of state and empire were once associated with large public and 
corporate laboratories, infrastructure expertise is now dispersed across a vast 
array of businesses, which deal with matters as diverse as risk assessment, quality 
control, community relations, corrosion, environmental protection, asset man-
agement, and finance. These forms of expertise are concerned not just with the cur-
rent conditions of infrastructures, but also with their future stability. . . . Expertise 
in infrastructural futures has become a focal point for political opposition” (Barry 
2015; see also Barry 2013).

In sum, bridging the underspecification of future use with the construction of 
infrastructural expertise, infrastructural inversion is a generative resource with 
which actors generate an organizing vision or conceive of a possible change to “re-
interpret the status quo of infrastructure in light of potentiality, thus paving the 
way for embedding new tools in particular ways” (Kaltenbrunner 2014, 19). 
Staging the evolution of infrastructure around a vision relates to discourses on 
how infrastructure has the capacity to connect previously unrelated entities, as 
techno- imaginative dimensions are created for and by the stakeholders involved 
(Winthereik et al., this volume). However, the exact mechanisms by which infra-
structural inversion acts as a generative resource by harnessing underspecifi-
cation have been undertheorized. As an effort to fill this gap, we show how 
inversion qua political work is used to quantify environmental risk by leverag-
ing the potential for evolvability of the digital technologies adopted in the Venus 
infrastructure.
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Evolvability

A consequence of the Venus infrastructure being underspecified is its malleability 
for change based on emerging requirements and stakeholder groups. Openness to 
evolution is a cardinal characteristic to harness in all infrastructure design, espe-
cially against the backdrop of political and financial uncertainty (cf. Garud et al. 
2008), as is the case for oil and gas operations in Venus. We observe that the same 
infrastructure in Venus emerges as different infrastructures for different purposes 
by different stakeholders, notably NorthOil, the fishermen, the IMR, and the public. 
The Venus web portal is the tip of the iceberg of this infrastructure and serves as a 
fluid object that is not bounded in use and scope, and is adaptable and flexible enough 
to serve different needs simultaneously (de Laet and Mol 2000).

As a result, as the infrastructure underlying the Venus portal is inverted and 
evolves, new infrastructural relations are established so that new knowledge and 
new risk re- presentations are developed to articulate environmental risk percep-
tion differently. What makes this process of infrastructuring environmental risk 
in the Venus project different in comparison to traditional approaches is that it 
happens digitally: the political work of infrastructuring is tightly embedded into 
how the digitalization process in the Norwegian oil and gas domain influences the 
generation of knowledge about underwater environmental monitoring.

We use the term “digitized” in the title to point to the transformation of the coral 
reefs into bits and then pixels on the operators’ screen. However, the whole pro-
cess of transformation is one of digitalization. While “to digitize” is defined by dic-
tionaries as the process of converting analog information into a bit stream, “to 
digitalize” has a broader connotation and refers to the “sociotechnical process of 
applying digitizing techniques to broader social and institutional contexts that 
render digital technologies infrastructural” (Tilson et al. 2010, 749).

Scholars have addresses the performative role of digitalization in modern soci-
ety in reshaping concepts such as materiality and place (Introna 2011; Kallinikos 
et al. 2013; Knorr Cetina 2009). Introna (2011) argues that digital encodings are 
normatively governed material enactments. Kallinikos et al. (2013) problematize 
the ontological status of digitality and argue that digital artifacts cannot be treated 
in the same way as physical tools because of their incompleteness, which is simul-
taneously a problem and an opportunity: “Digital artifacts are intentionally incom-
plete and perpetually in the making (Garud et al. 2008; Zittrain 2008). Incompleteness 
is both an opportunity and a problem. It is an opportunity insofar as it does not fore-
close the range of tasks and operational links an artifact can or might accommodate. 
But it is a problem as well, in the sense of reducing control over the artifact and its 
use” (357– 58, emphasis added). The evolvability of the Venus infrastructure— it 
being “perpetually in the making”— is epitomized by the way its digital nature changes 
the perception of environmental risk in Venus. Environmental risk is not a self- 
standing fact. It is a re- presentation shaped by the infrastructure that is used to 
measure it, the result of a process of construction that is imbued with (often con-
trasting) social and political meanings of diverse stakeholders and where scientific 
analysis and political deliberations entangle (Jasanoff 1999). The way these facts are 
constructed changes as the infrastructure to construct them is also changing: How 
do new digitally enabled infrastructures change— if they do— the people/things re-
lationships in environmental monitoring? Do they mean that it is safe to drill be-
cause we have good visibility of the coral reefs, or rather that we should not drill? 
We conjecture that these two questions are interrelated.
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The digitalization of environmental monitoring in Venus emerges as an occa-
sion to reframe environmental risk as a different problem than it was in the past, 
especially focused on a rather unknown area like Venus. We find that NorthOil and 
its partners’ strategies are grounded on the assumption that the construction of 
measures (facts) of environmental risk is primarily a problem of building a knowl-
edge base. This is explicit in the regulations issued by the Norwegian Ministry of 
Climate and Environment that point to the need for a “reasonable” baseline for as-
sessing the risks associated with human activity, including fishing, tourism, and 
oil and gas operations (Norwegian Ministry of Climate and Environment 2009, sec. 8): 
“Official decisions that affect biological, geological and landscape diversity shall, 
as far as is reasonable, be based on scientific knowledge of the population status of 
species, the range and ecological status of habitat types, and the impacts of envi-
ronmental pressures.” NorthOil speaks of this aspect in a positive meaning (“to 
gather background data for potential future operations”), and so do the fishermen 
in their accounts to the newspaper (“for the fishermen the observatory meant way 
more knowledge about the sea”). The IMR is more negative on the matter, speaking 
the impossibility of quantifying risk in Venus “when facing ignorance.” Despite 
opposite rhetorical constructions, what surfaces is a conception of environmental 
risk not as a property of the outside world that waits to be discovered, but as the re-
sult of our (lack of) knowledge of it (Beck 1992). Quantification is used as a solution 
to decrease the perception of uncertainty and turn it into a risk that can be mea-
sured and, as such, managed (Porter 1996; Power 2007).

The way quantification of the environment is performed has, as we have men-
tioned above, changed in the last decades. Originally, a lot of human, manual work 
was involved in monitoring the seafloor during oil and gas activities. Since the 
early 2000s, however, technological evolution and, importantly, the investments 
by oil companies have triggered the availability of digital tools and platforms (e.g., 
web portals, fiber- optic cables), sometimes even in an off- the- shelf, rather inex-
pensive format (e.g., acoustic sensors). As a result, the agency of human work has 
been gradually passed to technological artifacts (Ribes et al. 2013). These technol-
ogies perform, namely acquire their materiality, as they are made part of specific 
sociomaterial practices over time through daily human organizational work— the 
very unromantic, unrewarded, and sometimes forgotten examples of infrastruc-
tural inversion. For instance, the web portal— seemingly impalpable— is rooted 
to the Venus infrastructure via both a fiber- optic cable and the fishing practices 
of the local fishermen.

Such space for experimentation to create knowledge constituted by the Venus 
project is productive of what counts as relevant risk for the environment. It thus 
impacts on the spatial and temporal order given to the perception of environ-
mental risk. As recognized by Knorr Cetina (2009), digitalization is performative 
because it augments and temporalizes situations (e.g., the marine life around a 
Lophelia reef) through scopic components (e.g., the web, sensing devices) so that 
they become translocal and activities acquire a global order. In this process, digi-
talization amplifies the claims of new actors such as Lophelia that, through spokes-
persons like environmental experts, ask to become a relevant part of an ordered 
collective of humans and nonhumans (Latour 2004). Through the work of the en-
vironmental advisors first and their colleagues afterward, this due process for 
Lophelia to enter the realm of oil and gas has been delegated to the Venus web 
portal. Continuous organizational work to build a network to sustain it is con-
ducted by deploying the first ocean observatories in externally funded research 
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projects and later by obtaining funds from a core division in NorthOil to install 
the fiber- optic cable, networking with diverse and competing partners, arguing 
in favor of the implementation of a web portal, and implementing the portal 
under the radar (it was a “skunk works project . . . it’s developed in secret”). The 
evolution of environmental monitoring practices has, in this way, become per-
formative of what counts as environment in Venus. It raises the question, why 
the corals?

First of all, Lophelia literally sits in the area of interest of the largest national in-
dustry. Also, in addition to being very dense on the NCS, it is a good scaling tool: by 
spotting one coral structure with the subsea camera, you get the sponge, the crab, 
and the fish. In a sense, corals are natural infrastructures themselves. Moreover, 
they are beautiful. They are an example of Bowker’s (2000) charismatic fauna, one 
of those species that are more likely to receive the attention of policy makers and 
research funding for studying their protection. The business side of infrastructural 
inversion also goes through leveraging the most appealing aspects of nature, which 
in turn shape the material properties of the end- user artifacts. In this respect, corals 
do well in front of the camera. The environment is thus reconstructed at the inter-
section of the technology available, the capabilities of that technology (How can you 
measure?), and the political and social interest in the Norwegian setting associated 
with what is close to the oil and gas fields (What do you want to measure?). How these 
portions become visible is a question that depends on the technological advances 
and the business interests of the oil and gas industry.

Our analysis also indicates that the specific materiality acquired by elements of 
the environment through digital technology has consequences for how we experi-
ence the world (cf. Carlile et al. 2013) as it becomes part and parcel of our infra-
structure (Carse 2014). As the tip of the iceberg visible to everyone, the Venus web 
portal becomes the site for engagement with the environmental problems and pro-
duces new “facts” related to environmental risk in North Norway. The increasing 
attention to corals generates a network effect where more knowledge about the 
corals and the surrounding species is required and built. As a consequence, those 
elements are perceived as more at risk, whereas what is invisible is increasingly 
excluded (cf. Bowker 2000). An environmental expert comments, “We have started 
[to monitor] the corals because the authorities had a large focus on corals, but then 
afterwards the sponges have also become a type of organism that has received 
focus.” SpongeBob SquarePants has become interesting as a result of hanging out 
with the right buddies.

The evolvability of the Venus infrastructure also has consequences for the per-
ception of the temporal and spatial framing of environmental risk. As environ-
mental monitoring becomes digital matter, it makes an online and public subject 
out of an offline and slow practice, and thus displays new temporal and spatial di-
mensions through which the subsea environment and the associated risks are 
perceived (cf. Knorr Cetina 2009).

First, the Venus web portal turns subsea environmental risk into something im-
mediate, real time. As the temporal gap between the collection and publishing of 
the environmental data is diminished to zero, environmental risk is no longer a 
long- term effect, but something very visible and very close to potentially everyone. 
From NorthOil’s end, this opportunity has business relevance: it is fundamental to 
demonstrate to the authorities that the company has a very timely overview of the 
state of the environment. The argument is straightforward: if permission to drill a 
well is granted to NorthOil, the company will be able to stop at the earliest sign of 
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possible environmental damage or disturbance. The IMR has the opposite argu-
ment, which is also straightforward: the natural environmental in Venus should 
be preserved from oil and gas activities because “there is no exact science” behind 
the numbers that are used to measure environmental risk and more research is 
needed (Helgesen and Tunmo 2009). As a consequence, as obscure subsea life 
becomes so visible and so detailed, the very conception of what is “possible dam-
age” is likely to change. The evolution of the science of marine biology and ocean-
ography is ongoing. One environmental expert from the IMR told us that he is still 
surprised by the lack of precise reactive procedures in case of environmental haz-
ard, even when a risk was correctly predicted. What if the assessment methodolo-
gies become faster as a consequence of the faster availability of data? Will reactive 
procedures grow more imprecise? The incompleteness of digitality can thus also 
be a problem (Kallinikos et al. 2013).

Second, environmental risk in Venus acquires a new spatial dimension. The 
more the Venus environmental monitoring project becomes situated around the 
portion of seafloor where the sensor network is installed, the more the web portal 
is visible globally. In this process, both the sea waters and the onshore space are 
shaped by the inversion operated by the Venus project.

For the web portal to become so easy to present to different audiences, it had to 
filter out the underlying messy infrastructure and synthetize the complexities of 
marine biology and the variety of the Venus region (its non- flat ground, its coral 
forests, its fish traffic) to fit a photograph of a portion of a Lophelia structure and 
the time/depth graph of the surrounding water column. For environmental risk to 
be assessed in real time, the decades of experience with marine science and the 
days lost looking for a right position for the subsea sensor network must sometimes 
be turned into a video that contains SpongeBob SquarePants, a crawling Mr. Krabs, 
and an angry Bertil. Leveraging popular culture to convey a message is also an art. 
As Latour has demonstrated (1999a), the complexities of the particular have to be 
reduced and inscribed into globally recognizable representations for knowledge to 
be amplified and become shareable with specific external audiences.

Openness and Knowledge Legitimization

The third aspect of infrastructuring work in Venus is enabled by its digital nature 
and relates to the way it is used to share open environmental datasets in real time. 
This adoption of openness, insofar as it allows for public scrutiny (Porter 1996), is 
a political tool in the Venus project to legitimize NorthOil and its partners’ efforts 
to create knowledge bases in the area.

The re- presentations of environmental risk in the Venus project are molded by 
several technologies and strategies that are significant for being open— an aspect 
that does not resonate with the secretiveness and business sensitivity of the oil 
and gas realm. The Venus web portal materializes as a combination of an open ar-
chitecture (it is based on nonproprietary modules) meant to accomplish a “skunk 
works project” and the availability of freely available datasets. It is exactly this 
openness that NorthOil leverages to face the still uncertain future possibilities in 
Venus: it responds to open- endedness with openness. This strategy, we find, is 
aimed for NorthOil to manage criticism, be central to the creation of knowledge in 
the unknown Arctic territory, and shift the competition of bigger oil companies 
away from financial capacity and toward the realm of knowledge.
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First, upon a superficial scrutiny, a strategy of openness might seem at odds 
with NorthOil’s agenda to obtain a permission to operate in the area. In fact, it is a 
move in the direction of legitimizing the company’s position: anyone can see what 
NorthOil is seeing and doing down there. The Venus web portal thus acts by invit-
ing and anticipating potential criticisms to NorthOil’s approach of including every-
one in the conversation. As a consequence, critique is not excluded but made 
visible, managed, and channeled (Barry 2013). The incompleteness of the digital 
infrastructure underlying the Venus web portal thus stimulates an emergent and 
cost- efficient way to avoid damage to reputation and produce new knowledge by 
inviting external parties to conduct research on NorthOil’s data. By framing risk 
as a problem of (lack of) knowledge, rather than a danger associated with oil and 
gas activities, it elicits the contribution of external parties as stakeholders: the 
IMR, the fishermen, the general public, and the local communities close to the 
Venus observatory. For instance, the need to reduce this ignorance despite oppo-
site agendas is what brought together NorthOil and the IMR. A strategy based on 
managing controversy (rather than achieving exact consensus) is also advocated 
by the IMR: since to decide whether to exploit or conserve the Venus area is a mat-
ter of incommensurable value between different stakeholders defending different 
socioeconomic benefits, controversy might be a useful instrument to explore hetero-
geneous views and let possible options surface (Olsen et al. 2016). In this context, a 
relevant choice in the direction of dampening the tensions toward NorthOil as an 
oil and gas company is the very choice of Venus as the place for a public environ-
mental monitoring initiative. Venus is indeed a “clean slate.” No oil and gas– related 
dirt is visible there, making it easier to emphasize the aforementioned epistemic 
problems and the charisma of nature.

Second, although the sharing of open datasets acts as an invitation for external 
parties (e.g., citizens) to participate in the creation of knowledge about the Arctic, 
NorthOil (and its partners, too) uses the Venus initiative to be a necessary player in 
the development of a science of the Arctic, encompassing suitable measurements 
and classification mechanisms. In this way, the methods to conduct scientific work 
(Bowker 1994) and produce theories and knowledge about the Arctic environment 
are centered on NorthOil and its partners, ultimately putting them at the center 
of  the creation of imagined future possibilities for environmental management 
in the Arctic (Mason 2016). In the case of NorthOil and its partners, openness is, 
somewhat paradoxically, proving a useful strategy to concentrate the methods of 
knowledge creation in the hands of the earliest and most powerful incumbents, as 
observed by Sally Engle Merry (2011, S85) talking about the adoption of statistics 
in modern states:

Statistical measures have embedded theories and values that shape apparently 
objective information and influence decisions. Despite the increase in demo-
cratic openness produced by the use of statistics in decision making, this is a 
technology that tends to consolidate power in the hands of those with expert 
knowledge. In many situations the turn to indicators as modes of governance 
does not eliminate the role of private knowledge and elite power in decision 
making but replaces it with technical, statistical expertise. Decisions that were 
carried out by political or judicial leaders are made by technical experts who 
construct the measures and develop the processes of classification and counting 
that produce the numbers.
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Third and last, NorthOil’s strategy of openness sheds light on the fact that the po-
litical work of infrastructuring is entwined with the relation between infrastruc-
ture and power. NorthOil’s approach makes sense in the specific Scandinavian 
context because a tradition of openness is something that oil and gas operators are 
accustomed to in Norway. The Norwegian government requires that all oil compa-
nies share on a public database all the datasets resulting from the exploration for 
new reservoirs on the NCS. In addition, international competition is particularly 
harsh when it comes to obtaining permission to operate in new blocks leased by 
the states facing the Arctic region. NorthOil’s efforts to promote itself as an open, 
“knowledgeable,” and regulation- compliant company when it comes to not only 
adopting but also designing the best solutions possible to prevent risks to the Arc-
tic environment should be understood in terms of its size. It is a big oil company in 
the European context (more than 30,000 employees), but it cannot financially com-
pete with larger American, Russian, or Chinese competitors. Some of these com-
panies have reportedly been in conversation with NorthOil, but proved to have a 
different perspective on the need to develop new environmental monitoring ap-
proaches: “We’ve been talking to some companies about this [project], and some 
companies, they do not want to touch this kind of concept because they fear that . . . 
the government, the regulatory bodies, will adapt it and make it a requirement. So 
that . . . bringing in new technologies and new ways of working like this might put 
new constraints to the operators” (environmental advisor, consultancy company, 
interview).

Conclusions and Implications for Infrastructure Studies

The purpose of this chapter has been to use the example of the Venus infrastruc-
ture to explore how oil and gas information infrastructures unfold with reference 
to environmental concerns. We adopted the notion of infrastructural inversion to 
showcase how a seemingly simple artifact such as the Venus web portal discloses a 
politically charged infrastructure in the making where knowledge about the envi-
ronment is inextricably tied to industrial interests (Mukerji 1989).

Our study has three implications for the research of digital infrastructures 
in STS.

First, the digital is political. We illustrated in particular how digital re- presentations 
can contribute to perform a new infrastructural order. By recalling SpongeBob 
SquarePants, the Venus portal showcases the importance of images and meta-
phors in performing a non- neutral order that makes (different) business sense for 
the stakeholders involved (Monteiro and Hepsø 2002). NorthOil and its partners 
make extensive use of appealing representations to promote their goals. Corals are 
highlighted; other animals (e.g., marine mammals) are left out. The lens of infra-
structural inversion might thus help researchers to look at the way metaphors and 
ultimately organizing visions are used to talk about technology to create a reality 
and to drive— or prevent— the design and development of infrastructures (Star and 
Bowker 2002). In addition, we have demonstrated how the inversion of the Venus 
infrastructure is enabled by open data sharing enabled by modern digital tech-
nologies, cloud computing, and open standard specifications. This application of 
openness is for NorthOil a strategy in and of itself in the background of the highly 
uncertain political future of the Venus area (Swanson and Ramiller 1997).
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Second, our analysis also builds on and ultimately extends existing concepts in 
the infrastructure literature by tapping into arguments about infrastructural, dig-
ital technologies inherently being incomplete and thus underspecified (Garud et 
al. 2008). The underspecification, evolvability, and openness of the Venus infra-
structure that we have discussed take to the foreground the potential for relation-
ality of information infrastructures (Star and Ruhleder 1996). As infrastructure 
becomes real only in relation to given organized practices, these faces of the Venus 
infrastructure allow NorthOil to tie it to contrasting, even competing organized 
practices by establishing intra-  and inter- infrastructural relations that are politi-
cally meaningful in different ways for the involved stakeholders. In this way, ten-
sions between local and global concerns are resolved because Venus acts as a 
“global” infrastructure that also affords heterogeneous “local” practices (cf. Star 
and Ruhleder 1996). As a result, environmental risk becomes an emergent phe-
nomenon that exists only as related to the underlying infrastructure: it is enacted 
in practice by the different stakeholders and left incoherent and made to tempo-
rarily coexist on different levels through ad hoc modes of political coordination 
(Mol 2002).

Finally, our analysis relates to the notion of generativity (Zittrain 2006). The 
 political perspective has recently been fed into the logic of platforms (see, e.g., Tilson 
et al. 2010), that is, architectural arrangements that acknowledge open- endedness 
by accommodating multiple and never prespecified purposes. We believe that it is 
important for researchers in STS and neighboring fields to dig more into the way 
platforms are sustained by the political work of infrastructuring, in the sense that 
their components are artfully integrated through rhetorical strategies that hide 
whatever tensions exist among constituents (Gillespie 2010).

Notes

 1. www.npd.no.
 2. More than 8,000 billion NOK as of May 2017 (www.nbim.no/).
 3. www.psa.no/framework-hse/category403.html#p48.
 4. In this sense, infrastructural inversion can be considered as a generalization of the CSCW concept 

of articulation work (cf. Schmidt and Bannon 1992), but used to emphasize collaborative and epis-
temic work that sustains infrastructure and unfolds over time and space (Parmiggiani et al. 2015).
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